The observation of several low energy events during the SN1987A burst made by Kamiokande-II is somewhat embarrassing when compared with the theoretical expectations and with the observations of IMB, and has an important weight in the attempts to use these data to learn on the properties of the supernova neutrinos. We show however that the distributions in space and in energy suggest the presence of a few events due to background, and this makes the comparison with theory and with IMB less problematic. : 97.60.Bw Supernovae; 95.85.Ry Neutrino astronomical observation; 95.55.Vj Neutrino detectors. 
Motivation and context
On February 23, 1987, several experiments [1, 2, 3, 4] contributed to begin the era of extragalactic neutrino astronomy. These observations had an enormous impact on astrophysics and on particle physics. A straightforward interpretation of these data is difficult not only because we lack a firmly established theory of supernova explosion but also due to certain anomalous features of the data themselves. In particular, this is the case of the average energy deduced by the 12 events observed in Kamiokande-II (KII), which is half of that observed by IMB and significantly lower then what is expected in theoretical models for supernova neutrino emission, see e.g. [5] .
This feature is clearly reflected in the outcome of the recent analyses of these data, that explore certain possibilities that deviate strongly from theoretical expectations. For instance, Lunardini [6] adopts a two component distribution as suggested by three flavor oscillation scenarios and finds that the component with Eν e ∼ 5 MeV permits to fit KII data better. Similarly, Mirizzi and Raffelt [7] describe the distribution inν e energies as E ᾱ νe exp[−(α + 1)Eν e ], finding that the best fit of KII data is provided by α ∼ 0 (i.e., a monotonically decreasing distribution). Certainly, this type of approaches could be useful to emphasize features of the data, but one should recall that neither Eν e ∼ 5 MeV nor α ∼ 0 are compatible with the current expectations for supernova neutrino emission.
These are the reasons why we would like to consider the possibility that some of the low energy events in KII are not due toν e p → e + n interactions of supernova neutrinos. The possibility that a few events are due to elastic scattering has been recently reconsidered [8] , finding that, although this possibility cannot be excluded, it helps only marginally to explain the presence of low energy events in KII data set. This forced the authors of [8] to admit that a few of these events are of a different origin and possibly are due to background. In this note we would like to further discuss this point and in particular, we would like to focus our attention on the spatial and the energy distribution of the 12 KII candidate events. 
Spatial distribution
The volume of the KII detector used in the analysis of SN1987A neutrinos has a radius of R = 7.2 m and a total height of H = 13.1 m, for a volume of 2140 tons. This volume touches the planes of the photo-tubes and it is much larger than the fiducial volume defined in [9] , where background events are rare. A lot of useful information about each of the 12 events is given in tab. I and II of [10] : the number of hit photo-tubes N hit , the reconstructed energy of the events (using additional information) and its uncertainty, the Cartesian coordinates x i , y i , z i (but not the error on the position) and finally the reconstructed direction of the momentum cos α i , cos β i , cos γ i . In this way we can deduce several interesting quantities, e.g., θ ⊥ the angle between the direction of the momentum and the normal to the closest surface of the volume (events with θ ⊥ ∼ 0 are presumably seen better); D out the distance between the coordinate of the event and a formal 'exit point' from the volume, following the direction of the momentum (D out should be large in comparison to the distance between photo-tubes, about 1 meter, for an event to be reliably reconstructed); D in the distance between the coordinate of the event and a formal 'entry point' in the volume, following again the momentum but in the opposite direction;
d min the minimal distance from the border of the volume used in the analysis (that can warn us against possible background events);
f the volumetric coordinate, namely the fraction of the volume contained in a concentric subdetector of the same shape and with the same geometrical center of KII, formally defined as follows Figure 1 : Volumetric distribution of the 12 KII candidate supernova neutrino events.
where we set h i = z i − 60 cm, taking into account the offset of the origin of the coordinates.
The last quantity is of particular interest, since it should be uniformly distributed for supernova neutrino events. Supernova neutrino events occurring close to the border and pointing toward the walls could be missed. However, this effect diminishes rather than increasing the number of events at the border; so, assuming uniformity in f we can only underestimate the effect of background events, that are preferentially located in the border.
As can be seen in table 1, there is no particular feature of the observable θ ⊥ . Similarly for the distance D out , which is usually large, except for the events 10 and 2. Anomalies emerge instead in the distributions of D in , of the minimal distance from the wall d min and of the volumetric coordinate f : all these show that there are events quite close to the surface of the volume. In particular, d min is smaller than 10 centimeters for the events 2, 3, 4, 8 and 10 and f shows that the same events are contained in the outermost 4 % part of the 2140 ton volume, see figure 1 . Performing Smirnov-Cramèr-Von Mises (SCVM) [11, 12] and Anderson-Darling (AD) [11, 13] tests for the hypothesis that all 12 events come from a uniform distribution we get a goodness of fit respectively of 4.6 % and 1.8 %, which we can regard as a suggestion that there is some contamination from the background.
Energy distribution
We know a priori that in the wide volume used for the analysis there is the risk of pollution from low energy background events. The energy threshold for solar neutrino analyses, 7.5 MeV (corresponding to N hit = 20) is not sufficient to ensure that we have only supernova neutrinos above this value: in fact, using the energy distribution of figure 2, we find that the background is smaller than 5 % only above 10 MeV (corresponding to N hit = 26). There are two distinct components of the distribution: the low energy one is the background rate of fig. 2a in [14] , multiplied by the time elapsed from the first to the last events, t = 12.439 sec; the high energy one is the signal expected from supernova neutrinos and discussed in secs. I and II of [8] , with the parameters of eq. 8 there (ν µ andν τ average energy 10 % higher thanν e as in [5] , energy equipartition and α = 3), including oscillations and using the cross section in [16] (here we perform the integration on neutrino energy using the full matrix element and kinematical range). The assumed signal is a compromise between contrasting needs, that however does not contradict seriously neither IMB observations nor theoretical expectations (though both of them would prefer somewhat higher energies). Knowing the energy distributions it is possible to assign to each event a probability to result from background. In fact, if we consider a Gaussian distribution centered at the energy of the event E i and with a width δE i as measured: where 0 means 'small' with the given precision. Armed with these results, we find that the probability that all events are signal is just 0.4 %, whereas (as obvious) it is basically impossible to have a fluctuation of 12 events that has these characteristics. 1 The most interesting and probable cases are those when there are a few background events:
# of bkgr. events n 1 2 3 4 5 6 probability P n 6% 22% 35% 27% 9% 1% that is easily evaluated by constructing the polynomial p(x) = Π i (S i + x B i ) where S i = 1 − B i and computing the coefficient P n of x n : p(x) = P n x n . Of course, the results of this paragraph Figure 2 : Count rate in KII from the observed background (low energy peak) and the expected signal due to the inverse beta decay reactionν e p → e + n.
should be regarded with some caution since they rest on an assumption made on the signal, even though this assumption is motivated by independent theoretical considerations and not contradicted by IMB observations. In essence, we verified that also conventional expectations on the energy distribution of supernova neutrino events suggest that some of the low energy events in KII are due to background.
Discussion
For what concerns misidentification of signal against background events, one could decide to accept only the events in the fiducial volume; if we use the definition of [9] this makes 680 ton and we are led to keep only the five events 1, 6, 9, 11, 12. A similar possibility would be to reject all events under a 'fiducial threshold' that, according to our expectations, should be around 10 MeV; again in this way we would remove several events (including one of the previous subset). Both procedures would amount to largely diminish the information from KII on the characteristics of the supernova burst, which in view of the small datasets does not seem the best choice to make. Perhaps, the most useful approach is to try to make an assessment on the background, and this is Table 2 : Impact of various assumptions on the background events; first row, the events assigned to background sample; second row, the SCVM significance level of a deviation from a uniform volumetric distribution; third row, the same using the AD statistic; fourth row, the probability to get the given distribution of signal and background on the basis of the assumed supernova signal; fifth line, the probability of a given number of background and signal events; last row, average energy of the supernova signal events.
what we attempt in the last part of this paper. 2 First we list the events with relatively low energy: 3, 4, 6, 10, 12 with N hit equal to 25, 26, 16, 21, 24. As stated in [10] , the comparably high energy events with N hit ≥ 23 "are consistent with higher-energy products of radioactivity at or outside the tank wall" whereas "the events with N hit ≤ 20 are largely due to 214 Bi decay" (and thus, presumably, more uniformly distributed). Thus, we select the events 3, 4, 6, 10 for further discussion:
6 This is the lowest energy event and it has a high probability to be due to the 'diffuse' component of the background (e.g., radon, cosmic rays or neutrons). Being under the threshold of software analysis, N hit = 20, it is removed in most investigations of supernova neutrinos.
10 Besides being a low energy event, this event is known to travel a few tens of centimeters in the 2140 ton detector volume and to be very close to the lateral surface and to the upper plane of the detector-it is in the edge of the volume. We are not able to assign a strong quantitative significance to this information, but we believe that it puts a second red herring on this event.
3, 4 These two events are quite similar; they both have low energy and are both very close to the border of the 2140 ton volume used in the analysis. Thus, rejecting one or the other from the supernova neutrino sample produces a similar effect. Now we can try to remove a few events and to test whether the spatial and the energy distributions improve or not. The results are shown in table 2, where we list (1) the significance levels assuming a uniform volumetric distribution, evaluated respectively using the SCVM and the AD statistics (2) the probability of a given distribution of signal and background (that in the case where all events are declared to be signal is Π i S i = 0.43 %, but e.g., increases by the factor B 6 /S 6 = 7.6 removing the event number 6), (3) the probability π(n) ∝ p(b, n)p(s, 12 − n) to have n background events and 12 − n signal events, using the fact that both distributions are Poissonian p(µ, n) = µ n e −µ /n! and knowing the expected numbers of events, s = 11.8 and b = 2.3, (4) the average energy of the signal sample. It is seen that if we assign three or four events to the background, we get the most satisfactory results. It should be noticed that removing the events 6, the volume distribution gets significantly worse unless other signal events are also removed (or, with a joke, when we begin to throw events it is difficult to stop).
These considerations are largely able to address the problem of low energy events in KII dataset. With the signal described above, the average energy of supernova neutrinos is expected to be 20. 6 MeV. This means that we are within 1.4 (resp., 0.9) σ from the observed value in the case that we assign the events 6,10,3 (resp., 6,10,3,4) to the background. Of course it is not impossible that other reasonable effects are at work, for instance:
1. a neutrino flux slightly deviating from expectations, say, in the direction suggested by [7] but possibly not that radically (we tried to set α = 2 in the supernova signal and found that the changes are small);
2. that some event close to the border is really due to supernova neutrinos, but it suffers of a very poor energy reconstruction;
3. that one should take into account also the time structure of the signal, as done in [15] ;
4. or that there is one (or two) event due to elastic scattering that degrades the visible energy as allowed by the selected theoretical model of emission [8] (this option is interesting since when assigning events to background, the angular distribution does not improve).
In any case, the assumption that there are some background events seems not implausible and clearly goes in the direction to make less problematic the interpretation of the low energy KII events.
To summarize, we believe that although the observed SN1987A events were all we needed for the first observation of supernova neutrinos, the low number of collected events and the possibility that not all of them are due toν e p → n e + should suggest caution whenever we use them to infer the characteristics of SN1987A neutrino emission.
